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THE COMPANY
United Technology Group is a Leading Value Added Distribution company in the
file of IT &Security System. Headquartered in Dubai, U.A.E and regional offices in
Iraq, KSA, Egypt & Libya. UTG has a broad market reach through a tremendous
number of System Integrators, Consultants and Contractors.
Since established, UTG takes the sense of duty regarding address the issue of its
customers from various business fields, offering them the lowest conceivable rates
with the most noteworthy quality alongside the best installment terms. In
request to meet with this commitment, UTG always keeps a high volume load of
excellent brands from various roots.
We pride ourselves having the capacity to help our channel accomplices to
develop their business by utilizing on our skill in dissemination, arrangement
architecting, product aptitude, training, service and support. Our team includes
exceptionally energetic individuals who are skilled and certified in their respective
areas of devoted Business Development Managers, Product Managers, Channel
Sales, Presales & Technical Engineers.
Our Mission
To remain the pioneers in furnishing our
customers with high caliber and financially savvy
IT arrangements and items, which outlined
entirely to achieve the most abnormal amount in
execution and benefit, we trust awesome
administrations ought not cost the earth! We
keep up correspondence with the customer
regularly, to guarantee we are satisfying their
needs and making the most ideal result.
Our Vision
To continue finding and getting to new prospects
in IT arrangements and items to wind up the main
cutting edge supplier all finished MENA.
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OUR VALUES

Joint Effort:
We are committed to a useful, group situated condition, gathering differed points
of view, sharing information, and building compelling organizations with key
partners.
Constant Change:
We take a stab at operational perfection through the on-going advancement of
the staff and associational in all.
Development:
We empower innovative and basic reasoning in the advancement of innovation
administrations and arrangements.
Individuals:
We tune in to, regard, and look after workforce, staff, customers, and each other,
both professionally and actually.
Benefit:
We endeavor to give brilliant administration by being steady, coordinated, solid
and available to all.
Straight forwardness:
We use open correspondences and attentive business procedures to be
responsible in our communications and our work.
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SIEMON Established in 1903, Siemon is an industry pioneer gaining practical experience in the
make and development of excellent, superior system cabling arrangements. Headquartered in
Connecticut, USA, with worldwide workplaces and accomplices all through the world, Siemon
offers the most thorough suite of copper and fiber cabling frameworks accessible. Siemon Labs
puts vigorously in R&D and advancement of industry norms, underlining the organization's
long haul sense of duty regarding its clients and the business. Since UTG is one of the greatest
wholesaler for SIEMON arrangements in the Middle East and North Africa; it can simply serve
and bolster its customers with the most elevated quality, best affiliate costs with consummate
lead-time conveyance in all Siemon
Gigantic range.

AT&T Cabling Systems manufactures complete and state-of-the-art LAN cabling
solutions and components for all needs of enterprise customers. Branded as AT&T
Copper Line, AT&T Fiber Line, AT&T Center Line, AT&T Rack Line, AT&T Outdoor
Line, AT&T Port-Lock line, AT&T’s high-performance network infrastructure
solutions are based on innovative designs and highly advanced technology
thus the first choice for all applications. Combining unmatched reliability with the
unparalleled AT&T Millennium™ Lifetime warranty,
AT&T Cabling Systems are key to years of fail-safe and trouble-free operation,
minimizing system down-time and maximizing profits.
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CONTEG is one of its greatest makers and modern racks, and server farm arrangements in
EMEA. In our item portfolio, you can discover media transmission, information, modern and
outside racks; finish answers for server farms including frameworks of accuracy cooling,
shrewd power dispersion, checking frameworks and link administration frameworks. CONTEG
creative and particular items and arrangements are in accordance with current industry
patterns. Our worldwide clients can embrace their quality and usefulness. They are utilized all
through the IT business while sending servers, UPS and different segments and to deal with
the organized cabling frameworks both inside and outside the racks.

APC - Schneider Electric conveys End to End Data Center Physical Infrastructure arrangements
that give a solid, secure structure adaptable to develop and change with Organizational
necessities, while remaining in spending plan and improving system execution. UPS, Cooling,
Racks, Prefabricated DC, Containment, Raised Floor, EMS, DCIM,PDU and different Accessories
appeared beneath are the segments offered by APC Schneider to satisfy its DC Portfolio
•UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLY (UPS)
•RACKS (APC, APW)
•ROOM AIR CONDITIONERS (UNIFLAIR)
•RAISED FLOOR (UNIFLAIR)
•Chillers (UNIFLAIR)
•PREFABRICATED CONTAINER DATA-CENTER (AST MODULAR)
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Arecont Vision® is a US based mega pixel IP camera offers the biggest choice of expert review
mega pixel cameras accessible in the business which incorporates H.264 and JPEG models in
1.2 to 40 mega pixel and 4K models. The MPIP design shields Arecont Vision cameras from
abuse in digital assaults while expanding their valuable life by empowering the utilization of
new security and highlight overhauls as they end up accessible. This is a novel capacity of
Arecont Vision cameras, and is of huge advantage to our clients.
Intelligent Security Systems (ISS), headquartered in
Woodbridge, NJ, is a leading developer of security
surveillance and control systems for networked digital
video and audio recording, video image pattern
processing and digital data transmission. ISS systems can
be integrated with access control systems, fire and life
safety, and can be made compatible with virtually any
third-party security equipment.

Promise Technology Inc. is a perceived worldwide pioneer in the capacity business and the
main designer of high performance storage solutions, intended for the data center,
surveillance, cloud and rich media markets. Promise has discreetly turned into the favored
stockpiling supplier for the world's best affiliates and integrator, who are glad to offer our
innovation and items through their vertical markets and channels.
Promise External stockpiling arrangements are upgraded for IP video reconnaissance that
conveys dependable and stable execution for video recording is ensured with the main video
administration programming (VMS) and can undoubtedly extend to meet long maintenance
periods. Demonstrated on the planet's biggest endeavor registering and reinforcement
situations, Promise offers a definitive in execution, adaptability and unwavering quality.
Regardless of whether your necessities include virtualization, business coherence or
information assurance, Promise has an answer for fit your extraordinary need
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Exterity is the market leading enterprise video over IP specialist with products and systems
deployed globally by some of the most recognized brands in the world. Founded in 2001,
Exterity is firmly established as the global leader in enterprise IP video technology, and is the
only vendor to deliver truly end-to-end IPTV solutions that help organizations to harness the
power of video to communicate, educate and entertain. Exterity systems are deployed globally
by some of the most recognized brands in the world, enabling the distribution of broadcast
quality digital TV and video over IP networks to an unlimited number of end points. With
centralized management, configuration and control, Exterity solutions support large volumes
of content and devices without compromising system performance or availability.

RBH ACCESS, RBH Access Technologies has been known for quality and
innovative design. Product design and manufacturing takes place at our
Brampton, Ontario facility in Canada. Sales, distribution, and support
centers around the world provide services tailored to local customer’s
needs as we market our products through an international network of
security dealers and systems integrators. Selective dealer recruitment
and comprehensive training ensure highest customer satisfaction.
RBH's Access Control systems have been installed in +100 countries, on
five continents and in multiple languages.

Eten was established in 1999 in Taipei, Taiwan, with 18 years experience in providing the
networks solution. Eten starts to extend PoE product during these five years. Now, Eten h a s
become a professional PoE products provider. Our PoE products meet the requirement of IP
surveillance, VoIP phone, wireless AP and all network applications. Besides, we also provide
complete networks switch, media converter and industrial switch to meet the inquiry from
customers
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CONTACT US

MIDDLE EAST
HEAD OFFICE

UNITED TECHNOLOGY GROUP
Office 1003, 10th Floor
Le Solarium Building
Dubai Silicon Oasis, Dubai, UAE
Tel.: +971 4 395 6008
Email: info@utgme.com
Website: www.utgme.com

